Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) has allowed a comprehensive description and understanding of the complexity encoded at the genomic level in a wide variety of organisms. The applications of NGS have grown rapidly as this technology has become a molecular microscope for understanding the genomic basis for the fundamental functions of the cell 10 . In parallel to this explosion of NGS applications, in the machine learning world, deep learning has seen a similar expansion of applications as computational resources have grown, large advances in algorithms and programming libraries have distributed these capabilities to many scientific communities, and in particular, big data has transcended all facets of daily life. As a result of these two technological revolutions, there exists many opportunities to apply deep learning in genomics as the data generated from NGS is very large and highly complex.
T-cell receptor sequencing (TCRSeq) is an application of NGS that has allowed scientists across many disciplines to characterize the diversity of the immune system [11] [12] [13] ( Supplementary   Fig. 1 ). By selectively amplifying and sequencing the highly diverse CDR3 region of the β-chain of T-cells, scientists have been able to study the diverse repertoire the immune system generates to probe both foreign and native potential antigens. With this new sequencing technology, there has arisen a need to develop analytical tools to parse and draw meaningful concepts from the data.
In recent work, investigators have applied conventional sequence analytics, where either targeted motif searches or sequence alignment algorithms have been applied to begin parsing the structural data within TCRSeq [7] [8] [9] . However, since many of these approaches were initially conceived to analyze longer biological strings for the purpose of identifying evolutionary changes at the DNA or protein level, problems can arise when applying them to TCRSeq data in which the strings being compared are quite short and the end regions are highly conserved. Additionally, while these
techniques have been developed to analyze this data at a single sequence level, TCRSeq data is collected at the sample level where investigators often desire to do repertoire-level comparisons and analyses. Finally, while these methods are considered unsupervised machine learning approaches, there has been little in the way of using supervised approaches to guide the learning process.
We present DeepTCR, a package of both unsupervised and supervised deep learning methods for analysis of TCRSeq at both the sequence and sample level in order to learn concepts in the data that may be used for both descriptive and predictive purposes. In order to demonstrate the utility of these algorithms, we collected three previously published datasets including samples sorted by antigen-specificity for viral (Glanville_2017) and tumor-specific (Sidhom_2017) epitopes, and samples taken from cohorts of tumor-bearing mice treated with various immunotherapies (Rudqvist_2017) 7, 8, 14 (Supplementary. Fig. 2,3 ). The antigen-specific datasets represent experiments where T-cells were tetramer-sorted for a specific antigen and where the label corresponds to a particular antigen-specificity. In contrast, the immunotherapy dataset consists of a murine experiment where 4 cohorts of tumor-bearing mice were treated with various therapeutic interventions (Control = No Intervention, RT = Radiation Therapy, 9H10 = α-CTLA4, Combo = Radiation Therapy + α-CTLA4), and the tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) were sequenced on therapy. In this dataset, the label corresponds not to an antigen-specificity but rather to the type of therapy each mouse received.
The first class of algorithms we developed are unsupervised deep learning methods that learn the underlying distribution of the sequence data in high-dimensional space for the purpose of 1) clustering TCR sequences that likely recognize the same antigen and 2) for the first time quantifying similarity between whole repertoires based on their structural composition. We implement both a variational autoencoder (VAE) and generative adversarial network (GAN) to perform dimensionality reductions and data re-representations at a sequence level, using convolutional layers in order to learn motifs that describe the distribution of data. We first implemented the VAE as autoencoders have been previously described as a common dimensionality reduction/data re-representation technique 15, 16 . When implemented with trainable convolutional layers, they can become powerful as a data re-representation technique for images, allowing downstream analysis such as clustering of similar images. Our implementation of a variational autoencoder starts by taking a TCR sequence that is embedded in a fixed-length vector with zero right padding (Fig. 1A) . We then use a trainable embedding layer, as described in Sidhom et. al, to learn meaning of the amino acids, moving them from a discrete to continuous numerical
. This is followed by convolutional layers, ultimately reducing the sequence to a latent space that is described as a multi-dimensional unit gaussian distribution. The sequence is then reconstructed from the latent space through the use of deconvolutional layers and the transposition of the trainable embedding layer that was used at the beginning of the network. The network is then optimized with a gradient-descent based algorithm minimizing a reconstruction loss and variational loss, which acts as a mode of regularization. Since this algorithm is primarily trained to minimize the reconstruction loss, the concept of sequence length is learned within the network.
However, since TCR sequences are variable length sequences that describe a structural part of the TCR, they can contain length-independent motifs that are required for antigen-specificity, as has been previously demonstrated by Glanville et. al 7 .
Figure 1. Deep Learning Architectures. (a)
The variational autoencoder (VAE) is designed to take as a discrete input the amino acid sequence of the TCR sequence with a right zero-padding scheme. A trainable embedding layer is used to transform the sequence from discrete to continuous numerical domain. Convolutional and fully connected layers transform the sequence into a latent representation that is parametrized by a multidimensional unit gaussian. Reconstruction of the sequence occurs via fully connected and deconvolutional layers followed by the transposition of the same trainable embedding layer used at the beginning of the network. (b) The generative adversarial network (GAN) consists of the generator and discriminator, separate networks trained with separate objective functions. The generator samples from a multi-dimensional unit gaussian to create a 'fake' TCR sequence. The discriminator learns to distinguish 'real' from 'fake' sequences through one layer of convolutions with a global max pooling operation to provide translational invariance to the network. Of note, the generator's output is the continuous and not discrete representation of the TCR sequence. The latent space used for downstream analysis is the penultimate layer of the discriminator, here described as having dimensions of [256, 1] . (c) The single sequence classifier follows a conventional convolutional neural network architecture consisting of one convolutional layer with global max pooling and three fully connected layers to a final classification layer. (d) The whole sample classifier utilizes a kernel that scans in a horizontal fashion across all sequences in the file resulting in a sequences-by-features tensor. This is then multiplied by the frequency vector for each sequence to derive weighted sequence features. These are then summed across the sequence space to compute sample level features that are fed into a classification layer.
In order to implement an unsupervised deep learning method that could learn features in a length independent fashion, we utilized a GAN architecture (Fig. 1B) 
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. This model consists of two networks, the generator and discriminator that train in an adversarial manner, optimizing separate objective functions ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). The generator attempts to model the distribution of sequencing data through a generative process where a latent vector is randomly sampled from a multi-dimensional unit gaussian and deconvolutional layers are used to create a TCR sequence.
The discriminator is a network that is trained to distinguish between sequences from the 'real' data and sequences from the 'fake' generated data. Aside from being used to model biological sequence data, our implementation of the GAN differs from previously described architectures as it uses a discriminator that has only one convolutional layer with a global max pooling operation to achieve translational invariance to relevant motifs as described by Sidhom et. al 6 . In this manner, this network is designed to model the underlying sequence distribution in a length independent manner.
All architectures implemented were created with Google's TensorFlow™ deep learning library, allowing us to utilize GPU's for training and thus handle the large nature of TCRSeq data in a time efficient and high-throughput manner, a distinct advantage when comparing to other TCRSeq analytic methods.
In order to assess how well these unsupervised methods could learn relevant features of TCR sequences, we used a previously published dataset of 2067 sequences for 7 specificities used to train GLIPH, a state-of-the-art method for clustering TCR sequences
7
. We note that both unsupervised deep learning methods are able to cluster sequences of the same specificity ( Fig. 2A) and at the whole sample level can make meaningful comparisons between antigen-specific repertoires (Fig 2B) , allowing for the first time a direct and wholistic comparison of antigenspecific repertoires that leverages a collection of sequences to identify common structural signatures within an antigen-specific response. When assessing the specificity of these methods to cluster sequences in groups specific to a given antigen, the VAE demonstrates comparable performance to GLIPH while only requiring the CDR3 β-chain sequence (Fig 2C) , demonstrating that 94.48% of clustered TCRs (14% of all sequences clustered) were correctly grouped with other sequences of common specificity. Furthermore, both the VAE and GAN maintain a high clustering accuracy while clustering more sequences. Finally, to assess the characteristics of the clusters formed at various thresholds, we examined the number of clusters and the variance of the lengths of sequences the clusters contained. While the VAE and GAN comparably cluster sequences of common specificity and create the same number of clusters doing so, the GAN clusters sequences of different lengths far more than the VAE (Fig 2D) .
When applying these two separate approaches on the tumor-specific antigens from the Sidhom_2017 dataset, we note the VAE and GAN are able to comparably cluster antigen-specific sequences as well as antigen-specific samples ( Fig. 2 E & F) . However, when clustering sequences from their latent representations, we noted that the variances in the length of sequences in a given cluster were much smaller from the VAE as opposed to the GAN ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ) as we would expect, since the VAE learns length dependent features while the GAN does not. When applying these two types of unsupervised approaches to the immunotherapy-treated
Rudqvist_2017 dataset, we note that both methods identify that the control mice have highly conserved structural profiles, as was described in the initial publication (Fig 2G) . In both these datasets, while ImmunoMap's weighted repertoire dendrograms were useful for visualizations of repertoire that provided some insight, we noted significant shortcomings of this approach. Since the repertoire dendrograms display relative distances between sequences, they can be misleading for understanding the distribution of the data. For example, in the original Sidhom_2017 publication, the TRP2 repertoire was observed to be highly diverse/different between samples;
however, DeepTCR revealed there in fact was more structural homology between these samples than initially perceived. Ultimately, the ability to 'featurize' the sequence data via the VAE/GAN provides a powerful means to quantitatively compare and contrast the structural composition of whole repertoires in an absolute vs relative manner. Our experience using these unsupervised approaches demonstrates they can be useful not only to cluster TCR sequences of high homology but also to compare repertoires at a wholistic level, allowing a method for the first time to quantify similarity between repertoires based on their overall structural composition.
As noted in these datasets, there are often labels associated to TCRSeq, which can either be applied at the sequence or sample level. Of note, these labels can take on any outcome an investigator desires to predict on, whether that be a particular antigen-specificity, biological phenotype, or experimental intervention. To accommodate labels at the single sequence level, we designed a simple convolutional neural network that learns sequence specific motifs in a length independent fashion (Fig 1C) to correctly classify sequences by their labels. The second, and arguably the more interesting architecture, is a supervised multi-instance deep learning algorithm that is able to learn meaningful concepts that may lie within large samples of many sequences, either being obscured by the noise of many irrelevant sequences or are weakly predictive at the single sequence level (Fig 1D) . This whole sample multi-instance classifier uses convolutional kernels that scan the entire file, learning features for each sequence. These features are then weighted by the frequency of the sequences. Finally, these features are summed across the sequences to give a weighted average of a feature/motif within a sample. We first applied the single sequence classifier to the Glanville_2017 dataset and noted there was a weak predictive signature that could differentiate the sequences with better performance for antigens with more TCR sequences ( Fig 3A) . However, when creating samples in-silico that used a given number of unique sequences per sample, we found an increase in predictive performance at the whole sample level as more sequences were used in each sample, demonstrating the ability of a 'weak learner' to become more predictive when provided with more evidence in aggregate (Fig 3B) . When applied to the Sidhom_2017 dataset, we note again that while the sequence level classifier is able to achieve reasonable performance, the whole sample classifier does far better as it is able to use an entire sample of sequences to make a prediction (Fig 3C) . This point is further demonstrated in the Rudqvist_2017 dataset as these samples are from tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) where much of the signal comes from background repertoire, making it difficult for a sequence-level classifier to work. However, in the whole sample classifier, we see improved performance with particular improvement in the RT and Control groups as they have profound structural signatures (Fig 3D) . Interestingly, these two cohorts of mice that had highly predictive structural signatures demonstrated no tumor-growth inhibition while the 9H10 and Combo cohorts that had weakly predictive structural signatures responded to immunotherapy. We hypothesized that based on these results, a successful response to immunotherapy entails a structural diversification of the T-cell repertoire, suggesting novel immune recognition of neoantigens responsible for tumor eradication.
When comparing the use of ImmunoMap in the original publication with DeepTCR, we noted significant differences in the insights both algorithms were able to provide. While ImmunoMap described a structurally conserved response in the Control mice using weighted repertoire dendrograms, DeepTCR also picked up a conserved structural signature in the RT mice that was missed by ImmunoMap. Additionally, while ImmunoMap was able to cluster these structurally conserved sequences, unlike DeepTCR, it could not identify the key motifs that were predictive of the Control and RT arms. Finally, since ImmunoMap is an unsupervised TCR clustering algorithm, it is unable, as is DeepTCR, to provide predictive power to classify new unseen data.
While there is inherent value in predictive models as they can be used as biomarkers for disease, there has been much effort in improving the 'explainability' of deep learning models for the purpose of understanding what the network learned. In the context of TCRSeq, being able to extract knowledge from the network can inform relevant motifs for antigen-specific recognition.
Therefore, we established a method by which we could query for differentially used motifs at the All unique sequence from Glanville_2017 dataset were allocated randomly without replacement into in-silico samples so no sequences were shared among any samples. Samples were created with either 5,10, or 20 sequences/file and whole-sample classifier was used to assess predictive power at the whole sample level. (c,d) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for single sequence and whole sample classifier for Sidhom_2017 and Rudqvist_2017 datasets. (e,f) Representative motifs learned by whole sample classifier for cohorts that had highly predictive structural signatures.
cohort level from the trained network allowing us to identify relevant cohort-specific motifs (Fig   3 E & F) . By extracting the index along with the value of the feature following its convolution and global max pooling operation, we can identify where in the sequence a kernel is being maximally activated and use this to derive the motif being learned. These supervised methods demonstrate how predictive models can also be used to generate descriptive results that can inform our understanding of the mechanisms at play.
Ultimately, the nature of how the T-cell receptor binds its cognate peptide-MHC makes prediction at the single sequence level difficult; however, when multiple instances of a concept are present, the whole sample classifier can leverage this data in order to make more accurate predictions. Furthermore, given that usually only the β-chain is sequenced, we acknowledge that this presents a considerable limitation in ultimately predicting antigen-specificity as both chains are important for recognition. Thus, to improve the performance of DeepTCR, we expanded its capabilities so that all algorithms could accept paired α/β chains as inputs. In order to demonstrate the utility of a framework that can utilize both chains of the T-cell receptor, we collected data from When analyzing the dataset with the single-sequence classifier, we note that DeepTCR was able to first demonstrate that when data for both chains is given, the predictive power to accurately predict the antigenic target of the TCR increases. Furthermore, DeepTCR was able to reveal the contribution of each chain to specificity for the antigen and their level of synergy in a quantitative fashion ( Figure 4 ). Our findings emphasize the importance of having data for both the α and β chains because not only do both chains contribute to determining specificity but they can do so in varying degrees. Of note, the two neoantigenic targets with the most unique CDR3's were α dominant and in the case of ATP6AP1-KLG_G3W, there was no predictive signature on the β-chain. The implications of this finding in cancer immunology are particularly relevant as the field commonly only sequences the β-chain when assessing the adaptive immune response to tumors 11, [19] [20] [21] [22] . The ability for a framework to accept paired α/β inputs is a first of its kind and, we anticipate, will become increasingly useful and relevant as single-cell technologies become more widely adopted. 
Methods

Data Curation
TCR sequencing files were collected as raw tsv formatted files ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) from the various sources cited within the manuscript. Sequencing files were parsed to take the amino acid sequence of the CDR3 after removing unproductive sequences. Clones with different nucleotide sequences but the same amino acid sequence were aggregated together under one amino acid sequence and their reads were summed to determine their relative abundance. Within the parsing code, we additionally specified to ignore sequences that used non-IUPAC letters (*,X,O) and removed sequences that were greater than 40 amino acids in length. For the purpose of the algorithm, the maximum length can be altered but we chose 40 as we did not expect any real sequences to be longer than this length.
TCRSeq Quantitative Metrics
Basic TCRSeq analyses were initially done to characterize all samples presented in the manuscript.
In order to characterize the distribution of sequences by frequency, we computed the clonality for all samples and characterized the distribution of sequences by their lengths (Supplementary Fig   3) . The code used to generate these plots and do this analysis is attached in supplementary material.
Data Transformations
In order to allow a neural network to train from sequence data, we converted the amino acids to numbers between 0-19 representing the 20 possible amino acids. These were then one-hot encoded as to provide a categorical and discrete representation of the amino acids in numerical space. This process was applied prior to all networks being trained.
Training VAE
In order to train the VAE, following creation of the computational graph as described in the manuscript and main figure, we applied an Adam Optimizer (learning rate = 0.001) to minimize a reconstruction loss and a variational loss. The reconstruction loss is the cross-entropy loss between the reconstructed sequence (S) and the one-hot encoded tensor of the input sequence (L) across the ith position in the sequence (1). The variational loss is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the distributions of the latent variables and a unit gaussian (2).
The variational loss serves as a regularizer to the network as it prevents overfitting of the network and direct memorization of sequence to latent space and allows for meaningful downstream clustering of the sequences in their latent representation. The variational autoencoder was trained until the reconstruction accuracy over the penultimate 10 iterations was greater than 80%. Features for all sequences were then extracted from the latent space and used to create either heatmaps of sequences by features or a weighted average of the features by the frequency of the sequence was used to construct heatmap of samples by features.
Training GAN
In order to train the VAE, following creation of the computational graph as described in the manuscript and main figure, we applied an RMSProp Optimizer (learning rate = 0.0002) to simultaneously minimize the discriminator (3) and generator (4) loss. The training of a GAN can be thought of an abstraction of the minimax algorithm where these two networks train in an adversarial fashion until the networks reach a Nash's equilibrium.
Since this was the first example we could find of a GAN being used in biological sequence analysis, there were several modifications to the traditional GAN architecture used for image analysis to allow our network to train in a meaningful fashion. The first of these modifications was the input into the discriminator. When a generator is conventionally trained, it outputs an image with a given x by y dimensionality with 3 RGB dimensions that are continuous. However, in our applications, biological sequences are represented in a discrete space and this presented hurdles in getting the generator to create discrete representations. Therefore, the network was trained to output continuous sequence representations that were already embedded in a continuous domain.
In a sense, the generator inputs its data in the middle of the discriminator, after the real data has already been embedded in a trainable embedding layer. The second point of alteration to the traditional GAN comes from the need for the discriminator to be a dimensionality reduction operation as oppose to the generator creating real sequences. In order to learn length invariant features, our discriminator has only one convolutional layer where the kernel is global max pooled across the length of the sequence. This operation creates our latent representation which is immediately fed into the final neuron for classification. The nature of this operation results in the generator creating sequences which are a conglomeration of motifs found in the original data as there is no feedback to the generator about length of the sequences in the original distribution of data. Finally, given the simplicity of the discriminator, we found the network was highly susceptible to mode collapse, a type of failure where the generator outputs only sequence because it successfully fools the discriminator every time. In order to enforce a wide variety of generated motifs and sequences, we applied a feature matching algorithm where we add an additional loss to the generator (5).
This loss is the absolute difference between the average feature values for a batch of real data and fake data. This loss acts as a regularizer to encourage the generator to create diverse batches of sequences, capturing the entire distribution of the data. While this technique worked fairly well, we found the network could occasionally still suffer from mode collapse and further work is needed in the area of using GAN's for short sequences.
Finally, the network was trained in alternating fashion between the generator optimizer and discriminator optimizer over each iteration of the network. Training was halted when the average discriminator loss over the penultimate 10 iterations fell below 1.0 and the generator loss did not fall at least 1% in the penultimate 30 iterations (Supplementary Fig 4) . We noted this type of early stopping criterion resulted in the generator initially fooling the discriminator quite easily until the discriminator learned the appropriate features to distinguish real from fake data. At this point, the generator loss would grow and eventually be unable to create sequences capable of fooling the discriminator and the training process was stopped at this point.
Training Single Sequence Classifier
In order to train the single sequence classifier, we followed a traditional conventional neural network architecture where a single translationally invariant convolutional layer was applied to the sequence followed by three fully connected layers to a final classification layer. The network was trained using an Adam Optimizer (learning rate = 0.001) to minimize the cross-entropy loss between the softmaxed logits and the one-hot encoded representation of the discrete categorical outputs of the network. Training was conducted by using 75% of the data for the training set, and 25% for validation and testing. The validation group of sequences was used to implement an early stopping algorithm.
Training Whole Sample Classifier
Designing an architecture for whole sample multi-instance classification presented unique challenges that were specific to the way TCRSeq data is generated. Not only are the length of individual sequences variable length but the length of the individual files can vary in length as well in terms of number of unique sequences. Since neural networks required fixed-size inputs, this required not only a padding scheme for the sequences but also a padding scheme for the files.
When a given dataset was imported, we applied a right zero padding scheme to each of the sequences but then we padded all zero sequences until every file had the same number of sequences. When this tensor is fed into the network, convolutional layers with dimensionality of [1, kernel] are then used to scan across the entire file of sequences. This results in feature values for each sequence in file. Additionally, since TCRSeq is a count-based NGS technology, there are quantitative measurements for each sequence that can be represented as a frequency of the entire file. This frequency is then used to weight the features. At this point, the network takes a sum of the features across all the sequences for a given file, computing a weighted average of all learned features over the entire sample. This vector of weighted average features is then fed directly into the classification layer. The network is trained with an Adam Optimizer (learning rate = 0.001) to minimize the cross-entropy loss between the softmaxed logits and the one-hot encoded representation of the discrete categorical outputs of the network. Training splits and early stopping algorithms are the same as described above for the single sequence classifier except for in the cases of the Sidhom_2017 and Rudqvist_2017 datasets as the number of samples (7 & 20) were too small to create proper sized train/validation/test sets. Therefore, we used a leave-one-out training strategy where we trained on all but one sample until the training loss plateaued and then predicted on the one-out. Due to the generally small nature of these cohorts, in either traditional train/valid/test or leave-one-out splits, we employed monte carlo cross-validation, randomly selecting samples for train/test and iterating a number of times to approximate the predictive signature in the dataset.
Motif Identification
Neural networks are often treated as 'black boxes' where their value is largely in their predictive performance and not in understanding how the neural network is accomplishing its task. However, in the area of the biological sciences, there is not only the desire to create predictive tools but use these tools to inform our own understanding of the mechanisms at play. This area of research is often termed as improving the 'explainability of neural networks. In biological sequence analytics such as DeepTCR, investigators want to be able to extract the features/motifs the neural network learned to accomplish its task. For the supervised learning architectures, we were able to identify motifs the network had learned by extracting the indices of where the kernels were activated following the global max pooling layer. The result of this operation is the network not only extracts the maximum value of a kernel over the length of the sequence but also deduces its position within the sequence. This can be then used to not only pick up which features are activated on a given sequence but where in the sequence this activation occurs, allowing us to identify the motifs that any given neuron in the net is learning. Sequence logos were created with https://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi.
Code and Data availability
DeepTCR was written using Google's TensorFlow TM deep learning library and is available as a python package. Source code, comprehensive documentation, and use-case tutorials along with all data used in this manuscript can be found at https://github.com/sidhomj/DeepTCR. DeepTCR can either be installed directly from Github or from PyPI at https://pypi.org/project/DeepTCR/.
